
DEAR Mr.ABC & Ms. XYZ 

Thanks for choosing http://astrozing.com 

  

Given below is the compatibility analysis of Mr. ABC and Ms. XYZ 
based on power of Vedic Astrology , to give you an objective idea 

about the compatibility. This includes matching areas and areas that 
are in conflict 

1) Name : Mr.ABC 
 

Dob : 05 November  1970 
Time : 08Hrs.-28 Min. 

Gender : M 
City : Kanpur 

     State : UP 
     Country : INDIA 
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2) Name: Ms.  XYZ 

 
Dob : 1 May  1980 

Time : 18 Hrs.-22 Min. 

Gender :  
City : Delhi 

State :  Delhi 
Country : INDIA 

 

 

 

Your Personalities: 

As we know, being aware of our own personality helps in adjusting 
with each other. Given below are the basic personality traits of both of 

you- which you would find fairly accurate description about yourself 
and your lover. 

Mr. ABC 

 You would be Adventurous by spirit 



 You would Love for travel 

 You could have Brilliant Eyes 
 You have Magnetic Looks 

 You could be well Respected & prominent 
 You need to control on diet and may be drug problems 

 

Also 

 You could be attractive and charismatic 

 You have leadership qualities and would shine in public life 
 You could be healthy and free from diseases 

 You are clever in doing your work and could be dutiful 
 You could investigate into occult studies 

 You have success through writing and publishing 
 You have general betterment after 33 years of age 

Ms. XYZ 

 You could have a lovely appearance and a balanced mind. 
 You could have gifts in music, dance and drama 

 You could have a successful career that affects the public 
 You could have success in politics, fame and wealth 

 You could have good health and well developed muscles 
 Your best periods are 30-50 after Rahu Dasha 

 You could have trouble with early marriage and in decisive 

Also 

 You could have a beautiful body, attractive eyes and be artistic 

 You could have a strong sexual appetite and be a great lover 
 You could be recognized in great crowd as well 

 You could have trouble with father and benefits through mother 
 You could have trouble with marriage-particularly if women-just 

an indication for you, not necessarily true 
 

Your Compatibility  On the mental Plane:      

  

As we know our thoughts influence our personality and behavior and 

this in turn defines the quality of relationship we could have with 



anyone. Given below are the personality points of you and your mate 

at a mental plane . 

Gana points = 0, A very low rating here means  frequent clashes of 
temperament in the family or between you could be there due to 

difference in view points and thoughts. 

Varna points = 1- As this is average, means at least a basic respect 

would remain between both of you 

  

The analysis of various factors/aspects of your 

compatibility  based on your Moon sign and moon star 

are given below : 

  

1)     Mental compatibility-     The results of mental compatibility are 

similar as discussed above. 

2)     Sexual-    1 points here- suggest just ok or slightly below 
average sexual  compatibility between you two  

4)     Children- As 5 points are there- so growth of family could be 
good for you 

5)     Wealth- This Compatibility is just fair  for wealth . 

6)     Over all personality -    This is covered in basic personality 
analysis above. 

The total matching as per the ancient Vedic is 25 out of a maximum of 

36 and classifies this match as a good match. 

 

Other factors matching in your compatibility: 

a)Physical OR Material connection between you two:     Both 
of you could have a common point of being outgoing and fun loving. 

But let Mr. ABC should  avoid excess impulse from his side and stay 
focused on the family front. 



  

b)Love and flirting with each other - You both could enjoy 

joking and kidding each other, and you spark each other's sense of 
humor.  

 

c)Is he or she your True soul mate – soul matching is really   
good .There is comparative aspect indicates good energies are sense 

of comfort and at some level you will be able feel the soul matching 
essence. There will be genuine harmony and satisfaction.  

   

d)Karmic and Religious/Spiritual matching – Both of you could 
evolve well in spirituality related matters. 

Based on the above we find the match is Good enough  and the 

relationship is fair  enough for a friendship or  love as well as 
marriage with each other. 

 

But reading the overall report, despite of the high rating of 
25/36 could be beneficial for you to take a balanced call on this 

matter. 

Do You Have a Mangal Dosha?: 

In both Boy and the girl, the planet mars is sitting in 11th house, and 
the 4th,7th and 8th aspects are 2nd,5th and 6th House. This means as 

there is no aspect of planet mars on 7th house of marriage- There is 
any worry from mangal dosha. 

 

BEST REGARDS, 
 

 

http://astrozing.com team 

  

 


